ADDENDUM N° 1 TO TENDER SPECIFICATIONS OF PUBLIC CONTRACT FOR SUPPLIES OF “SUPPLY, INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING OF SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS AND BATTERIES AT «TANZANIA FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE (TAFIRI)”_BEL22004_10019 DU 25/04/2023

Code Navision : BEL22004
Addendum 1 to the Tender Specification BEL22004-10019BEL22004-10019 Public contract for supplies of “supply, installation and commissioning of solar photovoltaic systems and batteries at « Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI) ».

The Addendum relates only to the deadline for submission of tenders

3.4.5 How to submit tenders?

... One original copy of the complete tender, dated, signed and stamped, shall be submitted by email to the address:

mp.bdi@enabel.be, with an obligatory copy to the address: gbeyigbena.agnandji@enabel.be

It is submitted in the form of one or more files in PDF format, entitled: Tender / Supply contract for the "Supply, installation and commissioning of solar photovoltaic systems and batteries – Tanzania Fishery Institute (TAFIRI) » - Tenders will be opened on 18/05/2023 at 10 h00 a.m, GMT+2.

3.4.7 Opening of Tenders

Article 83-84 of the Royal Decree of 14 April 2017

The tenders must be in the possession of the contracting authority before 18/05/2023 at 10 h00 a.m, GMT+2.
The tenders will be opened behind closed doors.

NB: All the other clauses of Tender Specifications BEL22004-10019 have not been changed.